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patterns. Further, we hope that our attempts to produce specific
probes for zic3 and zic4 will be successful in the near future.
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TheDrosophila body plan is established through a cascade of
gene interactions that originates in the oocyte and subdivides the
embryo into increasingly refined domains. The bicoid (bcd) gene
is at the top of this cascade. Bcd protein is expressed in an
anterior gradient and turns on several target genes at specific
positions along the anterior posterior axis. Embryos from
homozygous bcd mothers lack all anterior structures, including
cephalic, thoracic, and the anterior-most abdominal segments. In
the cephalic region, several Bcd target genes are known, but how
they function to pattern the head segments is still unclear. Here,
we focus on the target gene, giant (gt), which is expressed in a
dynamic pattern in anterior regions. Mutations in gt cause defects
in the labial segment (the most posterior cephalic segment), and
in the labral segment (the most anterior cephalic segment,
adjacent to the unsegmented anterior tip). We have used genetics
and misexpression experiments to probe Gt’s functions in this
region. We find that Gt patterns the labial segment by repressing
transcription of the gap gene Kruppel, consistent with previous
results. Gt also patterns the labral segment by antagonizing the
terminal patterning system, possibly by repressing expression of
huckebein. We propose that these two repression activities set
positional boundaries in the embryo for the formation of the head
segments. We are currently studying three other direct Bcd target
genes, orthodenticle, empty spiracles, and buttonhead, which
are also expressed in unique patterns in the anterior part of the
early embryo. These experiments will help clarify the genetic
code that patterns the head.
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bicoid (bcd) is a major patterning gene during early
Drosophila development; it encodes a transcriptional activator
that forms a morphogenetic gradient along the anterior–
posterior (AP) axis of the embryo. The threshold model of
Bcd function proposes that the enhancers of Bcd target genes
contain binding sites that make them differentially sensitive to
Bcd concentration, and that sensitivity controls where they are
expressed along the embryo length. We have examined 21 Bcd-
dependent regulatory elements and find very little correlation
between Bcd-binding strength and position of expression. Most
of these elements contain inputs from other transcriptional
regulators such as Hunchback and Kruppel, which argues
against the strict interpretation of the threshold model. In order
to further test this model, we are genetically manipulating the
Bcd gradient to produce embryos with three different uniform
levels of this protein. Preliminary in situ hybridization results
show that specific Bcd target genes are either uniformly on or
completely off in embryos with different levels of Bcd. These
experiments will allow us to assess the necessary activation and
repressors inputs required for different target gene expression at
each level of Bcd concentration, giving new insights into both
the threshold and combinatorial models for patterning the
anterior posterior axis of the embryo.
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The early patterning of the anterior–posterior (AP) axis of the
Drosophila embryo requires the function of a series of
segmentation genes, mostly transcription factors. The Drosoph-
ila gap protein Hunchback (Hb) has long been proposed to
function in a concentration dependent manner to pattern the
expression patterns of its target segmentation genes. According
to this model, individual target genes are differentially posi-
tioned along the AP axis based on their sensitivities to the
activation/repression by Hb. At the same time, intensive
interactions exist in the network of segmentation genes. In order
to further understand the relationship between the patterning role
of Hb and the interactions among the gap genes, we use genetic
and targeted misexpression experiments along with computa-
tional analysis of seven known Hb-dependent regulatory
elements. Our results classify Hb targets into two specific
groups. One group shows differential sensitivity as a major
factor in their precise positions. The other group does not. This
second group is positioned by combinatorial interactions
between Hb and other segmentation proteins.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2006.04.385
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In C. elegans, sperm entry into the oocyte triggers the
completion of meiosis and the establishment of the anterior–
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